
INSTRUCTION MANUAL
LS-20  

Lockseamer (240V) 
0.4 - 1mm

S730
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LOCK NUT 

SPRING WASHERS 

4.Loosen and remove the HOLDDOWN 

  lock nuts. 

5. Tighten the hold down NUTS Fully

tight;or set to a torque value

of 60MN(50ft.lbs.)

6. After tightening,loosen the NUT

1/4 turn (90 degrees).

7. Retighten the lock NUT.

8. INSTALL THE COVER,remove

electrical power lock outs,restore

power.

9. Run a test piece.

- If the stock slips in the rolls,tighten the hold down nuts.It may be necessary to 

tighten the 1st and 2nd HOLD DOWN nut unequally in order to obtain the desired 

result. 

- If the stock curls up after forming or shows extremely pressure marks.loosen the 

hold down NUTS slightly. 

*Do not adjust hold downs NUTS unless the stock slips in the rolls,pulls away from

the entrance gauge,or curls when exiting the rolls. 

  AUXILIARY  ROLL HOLD  DO  WN  NUTS   

The Standard settings for the Auxiliary HOLD DOWN nuts are follows: 

1.Tighten the Auxiliary HOLD DOWN NUTS fully tight. 

2.Loosen Auxiliary HOLD DOWN NUTS ¾ of a turn (270 degrees)

for Auxiliary Rolls.Specific HOLD DOWN NUT 

adjustments depend on which optional rolls are installed.The ¾ turn specification

may change depending on the Auxiliary Rolls installed. 

HOLD DOWN NUT 
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 FEMALE  PITTSB  UR  GH   LOCK  

HAMMER-OVER EDGE 

  HNMMER-O  VER  EDGE  ADJUSTMENT     (ENTRANCE GAUGE  

 The width of the FEMALE Pittsburgh lock hammer over edge is adjustable. 

     Move the FEMALE  PITTSBURGH entrance gauge to produce a larger or  

     smaller hammer over edge. 

There should be a deep scribe or 

   scratch mark in the paint along the side of  

   the entrance gauge and exit gauge.This is  

   the original line location of the gauge from  

   the factory. Slight adjustment from this line 

   may be required to increase or decrease the 

   hammer over edge width.    

NOTE: 
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  EXIT  GAUGE   

  Never move the exit gauge bar for this roll set. This gauge is not   

  intended to contact the material under normal circumstances. 

         There should be a deep scribe 

     or scratch mark along the side of the exit  

     gauge,this is the original line location of  

     the exit gauge From the factory.Slight  

     adjustment from this line may be required. 

  OPENING   ROLL  

The flat roll (called the opening roll) mounted horizontally after

The last roll station maintains the opening of the gap in the 

 PITTSBURGH lock.Twisted or bent notches should be flattened prior to feeding 

 stock material into the machine.Failure to do this can result in breakage of the 

 opening roll.  

 DOUBLE  SEAM  OR  STRAIGHT  RIGHT  ANGLE  FLANGE  ROLLS  

1. DISCONNECT POWER

2. Install lock outs to prevent accidental start up.

3. Remove the cover.

4. Unscrew and remove the right hand side table top section.This will

expose the auxiliary shafts on which the rolls will be mounted.

5. Select the first pair of rolls which are marked T1(Top roll first station)

and B1(Bottom roll first station).Slide them as a mated pair onto the

shafts.All information stamped on the rolls must face outward.Slide a

key into each keyseat.Follow this procedure in sequence with each

Remaining pair of rolls.

6. Fasten the rolls onto the shafts with the screws and washers provided.

7. Mount the entrance gauge and set it to the dimensions shown in the Ⅱ

Lustration.

8. Mount the exit gauge so the outside face of the vertical leg is parallel to

the part as it passes over the exit table.Set to allow approximately

1.5mm clearance between the part and the exit gauge.

NOTE: 

CAUTION: 
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MAINTENANCE 

 LUBRICA  TION  

 GEAR  REDUCTION  UNIT  

Change oil after the initial 40      

     hours of machine operation.After the first 

     oil change the regular oil change interval  

     is 4000 hours of operation. 

     The recommended oil for the gear reduction 

     unit is G-N320W,WA460(or 90 weight gear  

     oil if none other is available).There is a fill  

     hole on the top and a level check hole near  

     the middle of the unit.Check oil level every 3 

     months of operation.When leakage is  

     detected service unit immediately. 

 LUBRICA  IN  CHAIN   

     Periodically the drive chain needs to be lubricated.A light oil should be 

     applied when ever the chain appears dry or every 40-80 hours of  

     operation. 

 GREASE  DRIVE  GEARS  

     The recommended lubricant is Castrol Molub-Alloy 777-1 or 

     equivalent.Apply grease to all drive gears after every 40 hours of   

 operation.If the machine is to be used in a damp environment,apply a film 

 of oil or grease to all unpainted metal surfaces to prevent rust. 

 CLEANING  THE  ROLLS   

 Keeping the forming rolls clean is an important step toward efficient 

     operation of your machine. 

NOTE: 
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AUTO GUIDE FLANGING ATTACHMENT 
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OPERATING 

INSTRUCTIONS 
 ADJUST  UNIT   FOR  GAUGE  MATERIAL  TO  BE  USED  

   To adjust clearance between flanging rolls,tighten the adjusting screw on the 

   front of the block of the machine all the way,then loosen the screw  

   approximately one eighth of a turn.(This setting is usually correct for 26 gauge 

   material).Do not set front gauge adjusting screw too tight.It should be set just  

   tight enough to draw the metal through the rolls.Too tight a setting will stretch  

   and wrinkle the material. 

   To adjust the spring tension on the compensator arm,tighten the adjusting dial 

   on the back side of the flanger to the stop and then turn back to the proper  

   gauge setting shown on the adjusting dial. 

FRONT  

ADJUSTING 

SCREW 

BACK 

ADJUSTING DIAL 

COMPENSATING 

ARM 

   TURN  UP  A  STARTING  FLANGE   

 Before inserting material into the rolls,turn up a starting flange.This is done by 

 inserting the leading edge of the work to be flanged in the slot cut into the table 

 and bending the piece away from the operator approximately 45º.Start the  

 leading edge of the material into the rolls.As the material passes through the  

 rolls,the compensator arm will make contact with the material and guide it  

 through the rolls.If the material pulls out of the rolls,it is an indication that either 

 the front adjusting screw is loose or the back adjusting dial is not tight enough. 

When starting a partially formed part that has a radius: 

 1.Push the compensator arm back 

 2.Feed the part into the rolls 

 3.As the unformed part enters the rolls,move the compensator arm  forward   

  against the part  

 4.Push firmly on the part while watching the flange height,guide the part threw  

 the rolls and as the flange is forming the compensator arm should hold the part. 

 5.The operator should only need to hold the piece gently as the compensator  

  arm controls the part as it flows threw the machine.  

IMPORTANT: 
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  INSTALLATION   AND  OPERATION   

 1.DISCONNECT POWER-INSALL ELECTRICAL LOCKOUTS 

     2.Remove the top cover from the2.Loosen the front mounting screws on 

spacers #1 and #4. 

    3.Remove spacers #2 and #3 by removing their mounting screws.Install Auto 

      Guide power Flanger(AGF) 

   Installed Auto Guide

   power Flanger(AGF) 

*Be sure to allighn and mesh the gears!

   4.Replace the top cover. 

   5.Remove electrical lockouts 

   6.Restore Power 

Tigjten screw completely 

Loosen#1,#2 

Spacer screw

Remove Spacer #2 
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FIG.1  Chassie 

FIG.2 Opening Roll 

STUD 93210A64      STUD 93210A64 

NUT M16(4) 9068 5A120      

7X635    DISC SPRING(G) 

  4D510(2)         96475K2957T647 

 8V783  7N581 

4UD27 

    9J015 

      1M838 

  50816 SPROCKE        6U568 

    OK873      GEAR  3x667 

  8G598(2) 82N31 

      3u685

                           

 1H345  PRING  1595A712  IN 

 5v875  OPENING  ROLL 

 815U6  OPENING  ROLL  

 HOLDER 

7T459  104KDDG 

 BEARINGS 
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      SPRING  WASHER(R)  96475K92  

G.3 Hold Down BEARING 87R78      FIG.4 Straightener Roll

FI    

 STUD (2) 96443K236 

 NUT(4) 90665A045 

 SPPUNG WASHEN(2) 

 R6445K236  

5N 261 

THRUST 
WASHER(3) 
7814K21 

 3G 380   PIN(2) 5Y067

FIG.5 Top Sprocket    FIG.6 Exit Gauge 

    t     

SD22B(2) 

 SPROCKET 
50B16 

FIG.7 Motor Control 

  STARTER ASSMBLY  

AD-0A9802 
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380V 1.1KW MOTOR57595 

3F518   SPROCKET 
 50816  FIG.8 Motor  FIG.9 AGF Parts

1B 367 

LIFTER BUTTON 

SHAFT 1B 380

CASTING 3IO13 

   2998H 

 10 AGF Parts BEARING (1 EACH)      RACE 96717A 210 

5M622 6F482

 OE588       AG22-24025 

FIG. 57485K73 

3D799  

2Y762 

39F33 

 128M3 

 2U683     

     2E135    1T385 

   1U399 
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FIG.11 Center Spacer 

 71V86 

  63J70 

 05X23 CENTER SPACER 

8G598 

FIG.11 Center Spacer 
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  LK-20 CENTER  SPACER  

The CENTER SOACER is positioned 

between the top and the bottom  

forming heads on the 2nd large hold 

down stud (at the exit end of the  

machine near the opening roll).The 

function of this spacer is to control 

the vertical clearances between top 

and bottom rolls is set in the factory 

with a feeler gauge to a clearance   

of0.2-0.4mm(0.008"-0.010")at 

the outside edge of the rolls. 

LK20 NOTE:It may be necessary to insert 

 CENTER SPACER           shim washers above the spacer to  

obtain the proper clearance. 

 TROUBLE  CHECKS 

IMPROPERLY FORMED/DEFORMED EDGES 

-It may be necessary to add slight lubricant to the surface of the sheet being 

formed to aid the flow of material through the forming rolls. 

-The operator may have to experiment with hold down setting for desired results. 

Run test pieces to check different settings on the hold down nuts or bolts. 

RUNNOUT 

Some materials may have a tendency to drift away or runnout from the entrance 

gauge. The edge dimensions will be uneven from beginning to end. Check the 

following points when runnout is a problem. 

-Be sure to hold the material firmly against the entrance gauge. Some  

materials will require significantly more pressure then others.      

-Hold down settings should be checked and reset. Some materials may require 

settings that are tighter then this manual specifys.Use caution when setting the 

holdowns tighter then normal. Prolonged use of the machine with tighter 

settings will reduce the life span on some of the machines parts. 

-Due to variations of the physical characteristics of material,it may be 

necessary to reset the entrance gauge bar if the material pushes away from the 

gauge bar or the lock is not formed properly.There should be a scratched line 

along the side of the entrance gauge to locate the original factory setting.Also it 

may be necessary to Taper the entrance gauge (set the gauge at a slight angle) 

to eliminate runnout. 

-The exit gauge bar can be used to push on the exiting material when the material is 

not flowing straight or evenly throughout it’s length such as when the edge is 

running out. Difficult parts may require exit gauge pressure along the materials edge 

such as long heavy pieces where an awkward weight and size 
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make it difficult for the operator to hold the piece straight during the forming 

process.This technique must be used carefully.Other conditions may be 

causing the runnout.such as loose settings on the hold downs or improperly 

adjusted entrance gauges (those setting should always be checked first). 

Having the exist gauge bar push too hard against the material might make 

situation worse.The operator must run test pieces and inspect the formed 

product to determine the best adjustment position of the exit gauge bar. 

FOLLOW ALL SAFTEY PRECAUTIONS IN THE MANUAL WHEN MAKING 
ADJUSTMENTS
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